B R AND GUIDE

BRAND GUIDE

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
Make It Your Own is Northeast Indiana’s new brand to attract target talent ages 21–45 to
live and work in the 11-county region.
Unveiled by the Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership and developed through a sixmonth process guided by focus groups and perception surveys, Make It Your Own is
designed for businesses to use in their talent recruitment efforts to tell Northeast Indiana’s
compelling story through a logo, tagline, marketing materials and authentic narrative.
Northeast Indiana’s brand is a representation of the 11-county region—one that honors the
past while conveying feelings of inspiration and innovative thinking. The brand empowers
the region to communicate with a unified and positive voice.
The following piece explains how to use the brand and illustrates the rules for use. In
the spirit of regional collaboration, please honor the brand strategy by following brand
guidelines carefully.
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B R A N D S T R AT E G Y

BRAND PROMISE
A brand promise is a value or experience
prospective talent can expect to receive
every single time they interact with the
region’s brand.
Northeast Indiana is in the middle of it
all, located just three hours or less by car
from Midwest cities including Chicago,
Cincinnati and Indianapolis – but with its
own unique vibe and easygoing lifestyle.
Here, we offer the opportunity to create
your version of the American dream,
whether you’re looking to grow your

This means you can find and
afford a home at any stage of
life – with ample options ranging
from trendy downtown lofts to
lakeside and small-town living
across the region.
With a legacy of makers, doers,
creators and innovators, we
offer the opportunity to let
your entrepreneurial spirit
bloom or work within one
of our varied industries that
range from medical device to
specialty insurance to design and
craftsmanship.

career, family or home. Fort Wayne, the
region’s hub and Indiana’s second-largest
city, consistently ranks as one of the best
places to live in the U.S. and boasts some
of the nation’s lowest cost of living.
We offer more than 6,000 jobs, and
major employers include Sweetwater
Sound, Zimmer Biomet, Ash Brokerage
and General Motors. No matter which
career path you choose, you can make a
difference and live a life above the fold.
When it comes to life outside of work, you
can enjoy time on one of our many lakes,
dine on a farm-to-fork meal and catch
a live concert, all in one day. We’re an
“unexpected hipster hotspot,” according
to Food and Wine, with no shortage of
eclectic festivals, one of the country’s
top-ranked minor league baseball parks, a
booming brewery scene and plenty
of live music.
And when it comes to outdoor adventure,
we offer plenty – from 200 plus lakes
to paddling the river in downtown Fort
Wayne to ample parks and trails.
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B R A N D S T R AT E G Y

BRAND PERSONALITY

BRAND VOICE

Brand personality is a set of human
characteristics that describe the brand.

Brand voice refers to the emotion infused into
communications and encompasses everything
from words to images.

Creative. Innovative. Eclectic. Unexpected.
Forward-Thinking & Open-Minded
We’re innovators, makers and creators.
We dream big.
We offer space to pull up a chair, plant
your roots and belong to a community.

Bold & Confident, yet not Flashy/Overstated/
Pretentious
Eclectic & Versatile
Energetic

We’re a place where you can live life
above the fold.
We’re hard-working, dependable and
dedicated.

Smart
Innovative
Fun & Creative
Unexpected
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B R A N D S T R AT E G Y

BRAND TOPICS

BRAND AUDIENCE

These are strategic topics to
communicate to talent that describe
the benefits of living and working in
Northeast Indiana.

Drive by data analysis, the brand
audience is the target demographic to
reach for national talent attraction and
recruitment.

Cost of Living

Make It Your own is bold and energetic,
targeted specifically to talent in the age
range of 21-45.

Housing Options
Career Opportunities
Making a Difference
Midwest Epicenter

It embraces the region’s legacy of
manufacturing and innovation and it
embodies Northeast Indiana’s strengths
and opportunities. Make It Your Own
captures the essence of life in this region—
our diversity of life and industry.

Accessibility
Arts, Culture, Lifestyle

Through the brand, we showcase
opportunities in our region and encourage
potential new residents to join us, taking
ownership in their communities, their
careers and their lives.
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K E Y M E S S A G E S : F U T U R E TA L E N T

A HOME THAT HAS IT ALL: LIFE AT A
HIGHER STANDARD
Give yourself the raise you
deserve in Northeast Indiana,
where your dollar stretches
further.
We offer the opportunity to create your
version of the American dream, whether
you’re looking to buy your first home or
you’re ready for an upgrade.
Fort Wayne, the region’s vibrant city
center, ranks as one of the best places to
live in the U.S. and consistently boasts
the nation’s lowest cost of living with a
median home price of about $103,100.

Our region encompasses 16 cities
throughout 11 counties, with each offering
its own distinct vibe. That means there
are ample housing options for every stage
of life – whether it’s hip lofts in downtown
Fort Wayne or a house in one of our many
quintessential small towns with charming
Main Streets and plenty of room to roam.
In fact, you might even be able to buy a
house in town and a second home on one
of our many lakes. Regardless of which
option you choose, Northeast Indiana
offers the space you need to plant your
roots and grow.
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K E Y M E S S A G E S : F U T U R E TA L E N T

CREATORS WANTED: MAKE YOUR
FUTURE HERE
Northeast Indiana is home to a
legacy of makers, doers, creators
and innovators.
From designing some of the earliest
luxury cars to engineering life-changing
medical devices as the “Orthopedic
Capital of the World” and helping startups like Vera Bradley go from a dream in
a basement to international recognition –
we believe in setting our sights high.

Fulfill your entrepreneurial itch, or check
out the 6,000 plus jobs available in
our region’s booming industries such
as specialty insurance, medical device,
design and craftsmanship and more. Just
a few of our major employers include
Sweetwater Sound, Zimmer Biomet, Ash
Brokerage and General Motors.
No matter which career path you choose,
we offer the opportunity to make a
difference and live a life above the fold.

Whether you’ve been here for five years
or five minutes, we offer the opportunity
to dream bigger, do more and make it
happen.
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K E Y M E S S A G E S : F U T U R E TA L E N T

IN THE MIDDLE OF IT ALL:
DISCOVER THE GOOD LIFE
Flyover no more. Land here, in
Northeast Indiana, where it’s easy
to create a better life.

or less by car from cities like Chicago,
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus
and Indianapolis – but living here is more
easygoing.

Here, you can ditch the time in the
driver’s seat and actually go places,
make a difference and still create time
for fun.

Fort Wayne International Airport also
provides direct flights to 12 major hubs
across the U.S., connecting you to the
world.

Northeast Indiana is home to more than
780,000 people and encompasses Fort
Wayne, Indiana’s second-largest city and
the region’s hub.

So, whether you want more time after
work for family and friends, or more
weekend getaways, Northeast Indiana
has access to it all.

We’re in the middle of everywhere,
which means we’re closer to everything
– Northeast Indiana is just three hours
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K E Y M E S S A G E S : F U T U R E TA L E N T

LIFE REIMAGINED: THE MIDWEST’S
NEXT BIG THING
Northeast Indiana is a place
where in one day you can enjoy
time on one of our many lakes,
dine on a farm-to-fork meal and
catch a live concert.
Our festivals are just as eclectic as our
people, with a never-ending events list
including Three Rivers Festival, Indiana’s
second-largest summer fest.

and live music daily. And when it comes
to getting outside, we enjoy all four
seasons.
Our 200-plus lakes make for the perfect
weekend getaway to enjoy paddling,
fishing or water sports, or you can enjoy
kayaking on the river right in downtown
Fort Wayne. Couple that with nearly 100
miles of trails for biking and running,
camping at one of our state parks or
cross-country skiing in the winter, and
there’s something for just about everyone.

Downtown Fort Wayne, dubbed by
Food and Wine as an “unexpected
hipster hotspot,” offers everything from
one of the nation’s top-ranked minorleague baseball parks, to a booming
brewery scene, award-winning chefs
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K E Y M E S S A G E S : C U R R E N T TA L E N T

ROOTED & RISING:
WE’VE GOT IT MADE HERE
With nearly $900 million worth of
transformative projects planned
for the next decade, Northeast
Indiana is in the midst of a major
transformation, and now is just
the tipping point.
Get ready for a domino effect. Already,
the word is getting out that the new
Northeast Indiana is making big waves,
thanks to features in news outlets like
Food & Wine, Chicago Tribune, The Wall
Street Journal and Reader’s Digest.
It’s our community of makers, creatives
and entrepreneurs that make this place
so special, and you’ve got a front row
seat, so hold on tight and play a part in
this forward momentum.
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K E Y M E S S A G E S : PA S T TA L E N T

UNEXPECTED UPGRADES:
REAL LIFE MADE BETTER
Come back home to Northeast Indiana
– where there’s a new vibrancy and
momentum that will surprise you.
Call it an evolution or call it a
metamorphosis, because this may not be
the same hometown you remember.
We’ve grown up – from plans to revitalize
Fort Wayne’s historic GE Campus
downtown into a thriving cultural hub for
living, startups, entertainment and more,
to our riverfront’s multi-million-dollar
facelift.

Cities to Move to Before it Gets too
Crowded?” The secret’s out, so ditch your
shoebox apartment, come home and
enjoy the upgrades Northeast Indiana has
to offer.
Ideas and innovation take root here, so
whether you’re an entrepreneur trying
to find your footing, or looking at one of
the 6,000 plus jobs available in varied
high-paying industries, now is the time
to make your move to the new Northeast
Indiana.

And, have you heard that we’re among
the “Most Popular Cities for Millennial
Buyers” as well as one of the “Top 15
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B R A N D I M AG E RY

LO G O U SAG E

LOGO
FULL COLOR
The Make It Your Own: Northeast Indiana
logo is a colorful, communicative, and
collaborative symbol created to attract
talent to our region.
• Only use this logo in the approved color
palette provided in the coming pages.
Included is a full color, one color, and
white version of the logo for use.

P R I M A RY LO G O

• Do not alter, rotate, or modify the logo.
• Do not add graphics to, or subtract
graphics from, the approved logo without
express permission from the Northeast
Indiana Regional Partnership marketing
team.

H O R I ZO N TA L LO G O
use sparingly

S TAC K E D LO G O
use sparingly
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LO G O U SAG E

COLOR
VARIATIONS
The Make It Your Own logo is available in
two different one-color versions for use.
• The solid one-color logo is to be used
when overlayed over a photograph, when
legibility is an issue, or when needed at a
very small size.

O N E - CO LO R S O L I D LO G O

• It is to be used in the brand navy as a
standard, but may be used in any of the
brand colors or black with permission as
needed.
Take care when placing the logo over an
image, and reach out to the Northeast
Indiana Regional Partnership marketing
team for assistance if you are unsure of
which version to use.
W H I T E S O L I D LO G O
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LO G O U SAG E

Bob’s
Car Shop

LOGO MISUSE
The Make It Your Own logo is intended to
be collaborative and creative, but in order
to retain the integrity of the branding,
please remain inside the graphic
standards set, unless expressly approved
by the Northeast Indiana Regional
Partnership marketing team.

D O N OT
outline the shapes

D O N OT
change the colors

D O N OT
place your own logo with the Indiana shape

D O N OT
rearrange the logo elements

INDIANA ICON
The Make It Your Own: Northeast
Indiana logo is intended to be inclusive
and collaborative, so we understand
that instances may come up when
customization would be desired.

D O N OT
warp or skew the dimensions

D O N OT
remove logo elements without the
permission of the NEIRP team

The logo icon may only be used on
its own, without the tagline, with the
permission and approval of the Northeast
Indiana Regional Partnership marketing
team on a project-by-project basis.

D O N OT
place the logo on a diagonal

D O N OT
add a drop shadow
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C O L O R PA L E T T E

PRIMARY COLORS

CMYK: use for print only

PANTONE: 281C
CMYK: 100 | 93 | 34 | 27
RGB: 32 | 43 | 92

DARK ORANGE

Pantone: use for print only

DARK BLUE

To the right are the color breakdowns
for each of the logo’s colors. Take care in
making sure the appropriate version of
the logo is being used in digital or print.

PANTONE: 1655C

LIGHT ORANGE

COLOR
STANDARDS

PANTONE: 714C

CMYK: 0 | 84 | 98 | 0
RGB: 247 | 80 | 30

RGB: use for web only

SECONDARY COLORS

TEAL

PANTONE: 7712C
CMYK: 100 | 34 | 36 | 0
RGB: 0 | 13 | 154

CMYK: 0 | 45 | 58 | 0
RGB: 248 | 159 | 112
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TYPOGRAPHY

FONTS
The primary headline font to be used is
Gravur Condensed Black in all caps. Keep
headlines in this font short. The primary
font to be used for body copy and all
additional copy needs is Gotham Book.
The only font to be locked up with the
Indiana icon should be Gravur Condensed
Black in all caps.
Our primary web font for body copy
is Proxima Nova.

GRAVUR CONDENSED BLACK
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
STUVWXYZ0123456789
Gotham Book

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
STUVWXYZ0123456789
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W E B S I T E S TA N D A R D S

WEBSITE
STANDARDS
Regional businesses are encouraged to
use the brand tagline, logo and marketing
messages to recruit talent nationally
while advertising for open positions on
job boards, career pages on business
websites and other recruitment forums.

LOGO CLICK-THROUGH LINK TO
LIVING HERE PAGE
Please copy and paste the HTML below to add the logo and website link to
your career page.
<a href=”https://neindiana.com/living-here” target=”_blank”><img
src=”https://assets.neindiana.com/resources/Northeast-Indiana-Make-It-YourOwn-Logo.jpg”width=”500” height=”192”></a>

EXAMPLE

P R O M OT I O N A L V I D E O
Embed the video!
<iframe width=”560” height=”315”
src=”https://www.youtube.
com/embed/wXAwShMJCsM”
frameborder=”0”
allow=”accelerometer;
autoplay; encrypted-media;
gyroscope; picture-in-picture”
allowfullscreen></iframe>a>

E XA M P L E

NEED MORE INFORMATION ON DIGITAL ASSETS? CONTACT US!

Kate Virag | Kate@neindiana.com
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RESOURCES

Enhance your talent recruitment process by downloading marketing materials to attract
talent to our community as well as your business! You can find a number of marketing
materials available on the Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership’s website.

EMPLOYER RESOURCES

SOCIAL MEDIA

TA L E N T AT T R AC T I O N W E B S I T E

FAC E B O O K

makeityourownNEI.com
R E A D S TO R I E S

neindiana.com/stories
N O R T H E A S T I N D I A N A LO O K B O O K

neindiana.com/neipride

BRAND GUIDE & WEBINAR

neindiana.com/branding

facebook.com/neindiana
I N S TAG R A M

@northeast_in
instagram.com/northeast_in/
TWITTER

@NortheastIN
twitter.com/NortheastIN/
LINKEDIN:

REGIONAL SUPPORT

linkedin.com/company/northeast-indiana-regional-partnership/
R E G I O N A L H A S H TAG

#NEIpride
Make It Your Own was created by the Northeast Indiana Regional
Partnership to attract and retain skilled talent and launched to
help achieve the region’s goal of attracting talent and growing our
regional population to 1 million by 2030.

NORTHEAST INDIANA REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP

Kate Virag | Kate@neindiana.com
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